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Tenants tolerating
nce
poor maintenalain
ts
Students fear eviction if they file comp

Editor's note: This is the second story in afour-part series
dealing with conflicts between
landlords and tenants in the
Orono-Old Town area.
by Rhonda Nlorin
Staff Writer
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?he pla.ier has been stripped from ii*all in the kitchen
to an apartment at MI Middle L. Orono

can demand a landlord's
response, Robichaud said.
• The five Phi Eta kappa
members who share the Water
Street house are angered at their
landlord's failure to respond to
their complaints about the
house, which they rent for S575
a month plus heat and electfitity. They pay the rent in two
large payments every six
months.
At the same time, they fear
that if they complain too loudly to their landlord, attorney Julio DeSanctis from Orrington, they could end up losing their house.
"We have no other place to
live, said Richman, a senior
business major.
DeSanctis first began purchasing apartments in Orono in
November 1986 from Jack
Snively and Philip Ward of S &
W Associates.
1.t f• MclkiearN
Phot,,
"I bought them in horrenfrom
hangs
k smoke detector
condition and 1 knew
dous
the ceiling of an apartment at
(see TENANT page 4)
119 Main St., Orono.

whether they would be evicted
during the middle of the
semester if they filed a
complaint.
For this reason, he rarely
receives written complaints —
a prerequisite needed before he

Many Uniscrsity of Maine
students tolerate apartments
with no heat, leaky roofs and
improper plumbing because
they fear being evicted if they
complain to their landlords.
"I just _don't want to get
kicked out," said Mike
Richman, resident of 6 Water
St. in Orono. after being asked
why he and his roommates had
not filed complaints with the
town or with Student legal Setvices about the run-down condition of the house thes rent.
John- Robichaud, Orono's
assistant code enforcement officer and a captain in the Orono
Fire Department, said that
students' first concern was
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UMaine, MT
reduced hours
of
decision on public access
by Tammy Hartford
Staff Writer

by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
The University of Maine is appealing a
Portland Superior Court decision that declared
as public information a document relating to a
settlement agreement with the former *omen's
basketball coach, Peter Gasett
President Dale Lick said that the appeal was
filed on Monday for the same reason the document was withheld from Guy Gannett Publishing
Co. after repeated requests for its disclosure.
"The appeal is based on the original belief that
this is a personnel matter that should be
private," Lick said.

Also appealing the decision is the Maine
Teachers' Association in conjunction with
Gavett. That appeal was filed Friday.
The appeals, however, are not expected to
reach the courtroom for some time.
Clerk of Courts James Chute said it was "yea__
unlikely the case will be heard until March." Joy Cantrell, attorney for Gannett, is hoping
she can persuade the courts to expedite the case.
We will make the argument that it is the
public's right to know," Cantrell said.
Howard T. Reben, attorney for the MTA and
Gasett, said that he and the counsel for UMaine
had merged for the defense in the appeal
(See APPEAL page 10)

The University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps has been
faced with a number of
changes in its work since
Cutler Health Center stopped providing nighttime services a month ago, Sue
Sampson, the UVAC coordinator, said.
One of the most important changes has been in the
number of calls UVAC has
received, Sampson said
"We've had many more
calls this semester than in the
past," she said. "Now
we're responding to calls for
everything from taking the
temperature of someone
Who's sick to dislocations to
seizures to car accidents."

Group touts bond issue
by Cynthia Beckwith
Staff Writer
A small group of students is
working with a group of administrators at the University of
Maine to help educate student
voters about the benefits of the
S36.8 million bond issue.
Maine People for the Unisersity is composed of people from
throughout the state, including

representatives from all sesen
campuses in the UMaine
System, the chancellor's office
and the board of trustees, said
Bob Holmes, vice president for
Development and a member of
the group.
Students iroin each campus
have been promoting the bond
issue.
Sheri Badger, president of
the Inter-Dormitory Board, has

been involved with the grout
since the beginning of summer.
The students involved in the
group are those who hasc a
constituency to represent and
who are able to inform students
about the issue, Badger said.
She said the group's main
focus has been getting the correct information about the
bond issue to the students.
(see BOND pen 9)

Increase is refusals
Sampson said she was
concerned that U VAC
members sometimes have
convincing
problems
students that they need to see
a drsctor.

"Something that scares
me is that we have tripled the
number of patients who
have refused transport to a
medical facility, who have
refused mom—definitive
care," she said.
Medical care at Cutler
Health Center is covered
through the student life fee,
but care at any other facility
has to be paid for through
insurance. Sampson said
that might be part of the
reason for the increase in
refusals.
"I can't speak for these
students, but the rise in
number refusing treatment
occurred immediately after
Cutler's closing, and I would
assume that patients are
refusing the transport to
treatment because of the
medical cost," she said.
"We can't do anything
about it. We can't force
them to go to the
hospital."
UVAC co-coordinator
Steve Jameson agreed with
Sampson.
(see UVAC page 12)
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Do you Enjoy Life?

Ice blocking exit to be smashed

Do you HONESTLY think that you
would live through a fire in your
college home?

BARROW, Alaska(AP) — Susie:
icebreakers neared two whales trapped in the high Arctic Tuesday as
rescuers prepared "Operation
Breakthrough." a go-for -broke attempt to smash through an ice wall
blocking the animals' path to open
Was.

The vessels were reported about 20
miles northeast of Point Barrow
-before first light in Barrow. about
noon EDT, said Coast Guard
spokesperson Ken Freeze in
Alameda, Calif. A helicopter was being prepared to take representatives
of the National Oceanic and At-

mospheric Administration and the
Coast Guard to the ship, along with
an interpreter. Freeze said.
The Soviet news agency lass, in a
dispatch from Moscow, said the
Larger of the two icebreakers, the Ad
miral Makarov, had been slowed by
heavy ice and by fog which reduced
visibility to less than 200 yards.
Meanwhile. ice experts were trying
_to find a way through the pressure
ridge and rescuers were trying to coax
the whales over a shoal between than .
and the ridge. The whales retreated
from the shoal Monday.

Dartmouth refuses Playboy gift

It would be to your advantage to attend your
dorm's fire safety presentation on:
Monday. Oct 24 at 6 10 in York
at I 10 in Balientine
Tuesday. Oct 25 at 6 30 in Knox
30 in Corbett
at
Wednesday. Oct 26 at 6 40 in Gannett
Thumday. Oct 27 at 6 30 in Hari
at II 00 in
Aroostook

Sunday Oct 30 at 6 30 in Stoddc:
la
30
Dunn
Moods,. Oct 11 at 6 30 in Hannibal Harnhn
Tuesday.-711cM 1 at 630 es Somerset
Wednesday. Now
is Olford and Fuatimoir
Thursday. Nov 4 at 6 30 in Andromogirs
Cumberland
tat I 30 in

BE THERE. IT COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE.
SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSMi OF MAINE FIRE DEPARTMENT
----4
_1

HANOVER. N.H. (AP) —
Playboy magazine says it's baffled
that Dartmouth College won't accept
$5,000 it awarded on behalf of a top
student-athlete at the Is'. League
school.
'The only thing returning the
check (will accomplish) is depnving
some student in the future some help
with a college education." said
Playboy sports editor Gary Cole.
Playboy sent the check to Dartmouth after senior Paul Sorensen of
Cupertino, Calif., a linebacker on the
football team and straight "A" student, received t he.magazine's second
annual Anson Mount Scholar Athlete Award.
Dartmoth's sports information of

lice nominated Sorensen for The
award, which was announced in the
magazine's October issue,
But college Dean Edward
Shanahan. athletics Director Ted
Leland and other administrators
returned the check with little
es planation.
In a letter to Cole. Leland said the
school "in no way wanted to make
this issue public to cause you. Dartmouth or Paul any embarrassment.
It is unfair to Paul to turn a well
descried award into a political foot
ball on campus:Shanahan said only that the school
made the decision "for good
reasons

Gunman robs Gray tollplaza

James River
Graphics
IS HOSTING AN

INFORMAL DINNER
OCTOBER 26, 1988, 6:30
DAMN YANKEE
Please come and learn more about
this fast growing company. There
will be a slide presentation and
a discussion. Those interested in
co-ops are also welcome.
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money from the cash drawer and
GRAY(AP) — A masked gunman
said Lyons
fled.
fled on foot early Tuesdas after
1
ordering a Maine Turnpike tollkeeper
A truck driser picked up Valente
out of her both and taking S75, said
took her to a restaurant on the
and
1
_ state police.
i
.
turnpike, where she phoned police.
Sgt. Dave Lyons Said Kathy
_Lyons said police were having difValente of New Gloucester was work7
ficulty gathenritcluss Beeissise se,eraI ing_alope at the GI&V toll station.
when a man weanng a red-ski mad----motorists-had-wsiked into the toir
and hint! jacket arrived on foot,
booth after the robbery, ptinctig7d
:0
pointed a rifle at Valente and told ha_ , their own cards and left money in the
to get out of the booth. He took ' station.

"Stealth" bomber out of hiding
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Air
— from which the new plane is view•
force will roll out its 8-2 "Stealth" _ed.
bomber on No'.. 22 at a governmentSome aspects Ofthe technokigylitt
owned plant in Palmdale.
(
41TV:the--—Hill highly classified, he indicated
Pentagon said Tuesday
Defense Department spokesman
Howard said the Air Force had not
Dan Howard said he "wouldn't be a
set a date for the plane's first flight.
bit surprised- it the Air Force limited
but that milestone is expected to octhe guest list for the ceremony as weii
cur not long after the public
as the "aspects" — or viewing angles
unseiling

Teen suicides prompt study
ATLANTA(AP) — The suicides of
14 Cobb .County -teenagers in a
25-month period has triggered a
study-on teen suicide by the Centers
for Disease Control and the county
health department.
Dr. Virainus M,irk, deputy dircc.tor of the Cobb County Department
of Health, said the goal of the effort
is to penditeli,The first 4etailcd4tu4Y
of suicide baled on interviews with
those who survive attempts to kit
themselves

"We've got this glaring problem of
people killing themselves. We want to
know why." she said. "Who are
they? \, What ate they like? Are their
parents middle-class? How old are
they? What method do they
choose?"
The:study, now encompassing 441
case studies ot all ages, indicates at
least 900 people may attempt suicide
Cobb County every year. The
county has about 300.000 residents.
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Staff Writer
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Soviet dissident
recalls struggle
bv Steven Pappas
Staff Writer

'Godfather of punk'
to speak at UMaine
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer

Society must develop without
violence, said Alexander Ginzburg,
Soviet dissident speaking on the struggle for human rights in the Soviet
Union.
Ginzburg, a Soviet journalist and
editor who spent nine years in soviet
prison camps, spoke to a capacity crowd
in Nevilk Hall last night about the trials
and tribulations of his efforts as a
human activist entitled "The Struggle
for Human Rights in rhe U.S.S.R.."
The lecture was sponscred by the
Distinguished Lecture Series.
"There are no human rights in the
Soviet Union as of today." said Ginzburg, who was one of many dissidents
arrested, tried and exiled for his actions
against the Soviet government.
"A society can evolve if there is an atmosphere of freedom," he said..
Through an interpreter, George Oerrish, Ginzburg retraced the steps he took
as a human rights activist from the 19.10s
through the '70s:
He published and edited .a literary
magazine used to attack Soviet policy
and relayed messages he deemed
necessary.
"I thought,'Why not try to make my
-own magazine without censorship.'"
'Ginzburg said."My friends all thought
I was crazy."
Ginzburg said all forms of journalism
and presses for publications were controlled by the Soviet government.
"I c-ndcd up, putting 7a.5 much
and carbon paper into a typerwriter
I had my friends do the same and soon
we were published," Ginzburg said.
He was arrested for his actions, and
after two years was arrested a second
time for publishing political poetry.
"Poets were able to write what was
actually around us at the „time," he

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSMIATION
MEMZROAL PIKERAM.

...Jailed for writings
said. "They are those who are spiritually
independent from the authority."
The third arrest was provoked by
Ginzburg, who founded the Moscow
Helsinki Watch Group, a citizen's group
committed to monitoring the Soviet's
adherence to the humanitarianism set by
the Helsinki accords.
During the years in prison camps.
Ginzburg said several of his activist colleagues died.
"Whitt I was in prison, protestors led
the real start to human rights," he - -said. "I noticed a new situation was
happening ... a small society was forming from these groups."
Marie Urbanski, chair of the
Distinguished Lecture Series, said,"He
is bringing so much experience to us. I
think he brings the concept of selfsacrifice and commitment to human
rights.
"These arc the things we need to
said
Urbanski
remember,"

onse ndinpG Ksi%an in

Malcolm McLaren, often referred
to as the godfather of punk, says the
punk movement in which he played
a major role put the fans in power.
"The fans themselves beame the
stars. They decided when to disrupt
and dismantle," said the man
behind punk groups as The New
York Dolls, the Sex Pistols, Bow
Wow Wow and Adam and the Ants.
He will speak at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 26. in Hauck Auditorium.
......14e_said that although the members
of the Sex Pistols more or less hated
each other, they also hated everything
else in the pop music arena.
Led by Sid Vicious and Johnny
Rotten, the Sex Pistols' 18-month
period of stardom seeked to fuel the
fire of destruction in which the fans
would play the ultimate role.
However, once the members of the
band stood in the limelight, McLaren
pulled the plug.
"I dismantled the star mess
(because) the band was only alive
when the fans were in control," he
said during a telephone interview
Monday.
McLaren, 40, still is bursting at the
seams with fresh and innovative ideas
intended to make people gasp.
"I'm such an irresponsible bugger,
I'm only just waking up to the fact
that I'm over 21. 1 quite like that,"
Mcl.aren said.

The man began making anarchy a
fad in 1971 when he and his former
wife, Vivienne Westwood, opened a
ripped T-shirt and bondage-clo•"-g
boutique
called Sex. He soon began assembling bands from people who frequented the shop.
He chalks up his discovery of the
four "scabrous" individuals who fell
into his shop one day in 1976 as a
small fraction of his success. The
smash.
would
soon
group
sophisticated '70s music charts with
the raw screech of Sid Vicious and
primitive pounding of Johnny Rotten's guitar.
McLaren renamed Johnny Lydon
as Rotten for his "scuzzy teeth."
McLaren has been accused of
ducking responsibility when Vicious
allegedly stabbed his New York
girlfriend, Nancy Spungen, while
they were using heroin. Vicious died
of an overdose while awaiting trial.
"I never wanted to be the manager
of people's lives. 1 wanted to paint
the the canvas and invent the
idea," McLaren said.
The former London resident says
the days of the Sex Pistols are long
gone and his present work should be
focused on, including an exhibition
of his lifetime work on display at The
New Museum of Contemporary Art
in New York.
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HALLOWEEN
COS'CUME BASH
ON
Satunbay Oct. 2911')
8:00 p.m. to MibNicni
at 'tbe Bean's DEN'

EN

*American Heart Association
rim sows owes!)as•peer Sonoli•

SENIORS
************

'tipsy taxi' will be
.
stoppiNq

Senior Portraits are being taken
October 24th - November 4th
Contact Prism to arrange for
Portrait sittings
Memorial Union, third floor
581-1783
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*Tenant
that." DeSanctis said. He has spent
more than S50,000 on repairs and
maintenance.
SLS Attorney Roberta S. Kuriloff
said students should not have to put up
with apartments that do not meet state
and local standards. Students also
should not fear being evicted if they file
complaints with the local code enforcement officer or with SLS 'because they
are protected by law.
"Just because you make a complaint,
you can't be evicted if you have signed
a lease," Kuriloff said.
Although she recommends that
tenants obtain guidance from SLS first,
Kuriloff said a tenant could file a complaint in small claims court and possibly
receive a court order demanding repairs
be made immediately.
T.J. Ackermann, a junior political
science major, rents his 100 North Main
St. apartment from Orono resident
Theodore P. Khoury.
Like Richman, Ackermann moved into an unclean apartment. Trash and
'Clothing were scattered about the rooms
and dirty dishes sat in the sink.
Ackermann said it seemed that no attempt had been made to clean the apartment. and it was his responsibility to
clean up someone else's mess.
When Ackermann signed his lease
earlier this year. Khoury. and Ackermann made a list of primarily cosmetic
adjustments that needed to be made in
the apartment.
Most of those adjustments have not
been met yet. Ackermann said.
-1 like to address the needs that the
tenants hase and take care of them as
soon as possible (and) as soon as the
maintenance person can put it in his
schedule," Khoury said

known as Ekelund Properties.
When they signed the lease in Mas
with general manager Michael S. Tuell,

Pacao t» Mark

Si

Prier

The light switch has been rernosed from
a socket in a 40 Middle St. apartment
Water from drain pipes under the
bathroom sink leaks onto the floor.
Ackermann said, then through the ceiling of the downstairs apartment.
Though Ackermann recently chose to
make do with thtNcondition of his apartment. he has in the past threatened not
to pay rent until Khoury addressed his
complaints
When he threatened, Ackermann
said, the problems were used
immediately.
I andlords rarels visit Orono
Sophomore Theresa Wit hec and
senior Melissa Knutson are outspoken
in their complaints against their
landlord, Intown Properties. formerly.

both parties signed a list of adjustments
that, needed immediate attention
Vv'ithee and Knutson were promised
their needs would be met by Sept. I. the
day they were to move in.
However, they said, the adjustments
were not made, and there appeared to
have been no attempt to clean the apart ment. Worms'hung from the kitchen
ceiling, a thick scum covered the floors,
and broken glass littered the bedroom
floors.
"It just didn't seem livable."
Withee said.
Two weeks ago. a smoke detector was
ment\
put up in Wit ce and Knutson's apart— after t y. had been living in it
.
for more than s weeks.
Maine law requires that each apartment in a multifamily building have at
least one smoke detector. Robichaud
said.
Wither believes Intown Properties
gives her the runaround by not promptly
answenng her requests.
"She(Bonnie Ekelund)doesn't seem
to care or know what's going on. She
just sends oser maintenance to do the
repairs," Wither said.
Since Tuell's resignation last year.
repairs and complaints are piling up on
an Intown Properties' maintenance
worker, who asked not to be identified.
The Ekelunds rarely travel to Orono
from their Cape Elizabeth home to mti
the apartments, he said.
He said they "may" come twice a .
year, in September before students move
in and in May when they depart.
Both Tucll and the maintenance
worker agreed that a manager whose job
includes addressing tenants' concerns on
/

What makes us
different from a
family? We pay
rent just like they
do.
Vicki Mallory,
Student tenant
a one-to-one basis has yet to be hired.
David Ekeiund repeatedly hung up on
a Daily Marne Campus reporter when
asked to comment on Intown Properties. saying the reporter had the wrong
number. However, a woman who
answered the phone the first time and
identified herself as Ekelund's daughter
Yerified that it was the correct number

AcrOM the hall from Withere and
Knutson Is Vicki Mallory. a sophomore
liberal arts student. The banister on the
second-floor stairs outside of Mallory's
apartment is missing several pegs. leasing a hole. Mallory said on several occasions she was afraid of slipping and
falling through the hole.
lkspite seseral attempts to call Into% n Properties in the last two weeks.
Mallory still does not have heat on the
first floor of the apartment she shares
with another woman
9.'ithee, Knutson and Mallory agree
the landlord does not care about student
tenants.
"A hat makes us different from a
family?" Mallory said. "We pay rent
just like they do."
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6:00 Bonfire and Pep rally by Gannett
Hall and the Bike Path
7:00 U Maine Hockey Face-Off Classic
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12:00 East Campus Parade to the Football
Field with dormitory floats
1:00 U Maine us. Delaware football game
7:00 U Maine Hockey Face-Off cloak
9:00- East Campus
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Q. I am a 25 year-old woman, and
»ben I am going with a compatibk
male, I am active sexually. However, for
the last couple of months I have been
acquainted with a nice (though perhaps
overly egotistical) man who would be an
ideal partner. We don't see etch other
regurly, but when we do, the chemistry
is definitely there. I don't know why,
but sometimes, even after heavy
foreplay. I resist and go home. I feel
that I am fighting myself physically and
mentally, and I feel bad about leaving
him after arousing him. Please help!

A. If you don't know why you resist
this man, then I don't know either. I
think the first thing is to find that out.
My educated guess is that you are considering him more seriously than you
have the other men in your past.
Just with him, because you thing of
him as a serious future relationship
(Why should I be the one to avoid saying you think of him as a potential husband?), you don't want him to get into
the habit of convient or casual sex with
you. Just with him, you want more of
a commitment before having sex. The
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Dear RAJRD/Faculty/Administrator/Organizational President,
The Senior Skull Society nee& your help in selecting new members
tor Sophomore Owls for the 1988-1989 academic year. The Owls
were founded in order to:
"publicly recognize, formally reward, and
continually promote outstanding leadership
and exemplary citizenship within the University
of Maine Community."
-Membership in the Society is considered the highest non-scholastic
male student at the University of Maine
—
honor whichla—lophornore
can achieve.
The Sophomore Owls have sk.r.vly &appeared from the U Maine
campus. We want to bnng thn essential group back to the University of
•
•
Maine and we need r-X11 help.
If you know of a male of Sophomore standing who displays the
above characteristics, we would appreciate it if you would 'nominate him
on the form that we will be sending to you.
All nominations must be received at Student Activites
than November 3rd, 1988.
LATER
NO
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FREE DAY PASSES

SIMMS EIZIERS
SKIERS

The

Department of Residential Life 0
and
Interdormitory Board

are interested in your input on the new residence
facilty tieing decioned for the University of Maine

t3A:_f_____tave
any
ThAilk y9u_very much for you ax:ceration.
866-7070
Mondor
at
Rodney
contact
qutii in. please don't hesitate to
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commitment doesn't need to be express- (again, an educated guess)"I am a haped in words or rings, but should be at py, open, modern woman. Why am I
least some indication tht he takes you as resisting this wonderful man? Am I
seriously as you want him to.
neurotic or something?"
Somebody reading this is thinking
Continue to resist him until you have
"Oh, this modern generation!" But the it straight in your head what you want
paradoxical behavior you seem to be ex- to do with your life and with him. You
hibiting is not just of this generation. I can tqke some time out from being sexcan recall girls who hada lot of sexual ually active— it won't harm you in any
flings while dating, then behaved very way! And if you come to the conclusion
primly with somebody they wanted to I think you will, you can say to this guy
marry.
"I really like you, but I'm looking for
This isn't guile on the part of the something serious." Who knows, that
young woman, but more self-deception. may be what he is looking for. Lots of
By your own question, I think you are people are.
not guileful, but confused by the way
you see yourself behaving. You have
Q. Sex has gone downhill with us. it
been carrying on in the past as if no- was sever superb, but in the early days
strings sex was what you wanted, while and nights it was fun. Now, the routine
all the time there was, inside you, this Is, be pleasures me to get me aroused,
Miss who wanted a Mister, with Mar- a procedure that I hate. Then we asaum
riage written on his forehead. Now you a postion be is conviced is sure-fine for
are holding out on a guy who really at- bringing me to orgasm. I hate it, find
tracts you—not least because he is It uncomfortable and tiring and usually
"overly egotistical"—and you are fake orgasm to get out of it. After be
wondering "Is this me? Miss Wide climaxes be rolls over and goes to sleep.
Open?"
He is wonderful in every other way.
In the past, young women thought of but I want more form lovemaking than
themselves as properly behaved young this. I am 25, he is 32. and that may be
persons looking for monogamous mar- why lie resists talking about this. Even
riage, no sex before the wedding night suggesting any variation in our routine
and wifely behavior superbly rewarded upsets him.
forever after. But meanwhile, a little fun
A. I doubt that it is his being the vast
would do no harm as long as you pre- age of 32 that makes him unwilling to
tend it isn't really happening.
listen to you about his lovemaking.
And they would go a little far with More likely it is because he thinks his
guys who were obviously not serious, performance is all important, not
often from a different social or ethnic understanding that you, too, have
background, because guys like that were something to do with the outcome.
not "real." They would go a little far Many men, not with the worst intenbut stay technically a virgin or would tions, look for some sexual transaction
think of stories to tell a bridegroom that will satisfy the woman every
about what happened to the hymen, like time—what you call sure-fire.
a serious medical examination.
And they get deaf when wives try to
Those old-time girls would think "I tell them something, because they think
am a very nice girl. Sometimes I wonder they have solved the problem, and
how I can be so, sort of, pro- female discontent is threatening to them
miscusous." But you are thinking as men and lovers.

*
*

SUGARLOAF USA will be showing
Warren Millers latest ski film
:AND giving away DOZENS of FREE PRIZES
WHEN? Thursday, October 27
Posr4s
TIME? 7:30 PM
WHERE? DAMN YANKEE
FREE ADMISSION if you show your
88-89 ski pass receipt or purchase
pass at the door. All others only $2.00
DON'T MISS OUT!

“Nr'
ePc's
available Athletic Ticket Office
******************************

Members of the Campus Community are encouraged
to attend an open meeting with the archectural firm
of Moore/Weinrich regarding the construction of the
new 200 bed facility scheduled to be opened
in fall 1990.
This will be a unique oppur-tunity for members of
the community to see examples of recent on-campus
housing projects, as well as a time to share with
the firm your thoughts and suggestions on this
important community project.

Time: 6:45 to 7:45
Date: Wednesday, October 26, 1988
Place: South Lown Room
Memorial Union

October 26, 1988
77ie Deily Moine Campus. Wednesday,
min110116.
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Editorial
Trade bonus
he proposed free trade agreement between the
United States and Canada, which will mean a
ten-year graduated reduction of tariffs, is hitting
very close to home with Maine's fishing, agriculture and
lumber industries.
Many Maine people believe that because our Canadian counterparts receive generous subsidies from their
government. Maine businesses will not be able to
compete.
Although all four members of Maine's delegation in
Congress voted against the agreement, it passed with approximately 90 percent of the votes cast in favor of it.
This result seems to indicate that few Americans,
besides Mainers, oppose the agreement.
At times like this, the people of Maine must try very
hard to understand the overall effect the agreement
would have on the American economy and not just on
Maine.
The beneficial effects the agreement could have on
the United States as a whole, far outweigh Maine's
bruised feelings and insecurity.
For example. experts have been postulating for years
that a trade agreement like this may open the door to
freer trade around the world, not just between Canada
and the United States.
Also, America's access to Canada's vast supply of
natural resources such as oil, hydro electricity and
natural .gas,
would mean some of the pressure could be taken off
-Air own depleting supplies.
These are only two isolated examples, but they show
clearly how the trade agreement will benefit this country
as a whole, and if the U.S. profits, so does Maine,
albeit indirectly.
Of course, there is no doubt the agreement, if approved by. the Canadian government, will effect some of
•Maise's,biagebt inchiAries.
With rela.xing tariffs, however, comes the opening of
new markets for Maine. especially in the Atlantic
provinces.
With inginuity and determination, instead of sulky
selfishness, Mainer's should have few problems not only
finding ways for their big industries to compete, but
also finding ways to exploit the new markets and dif(
ferent tastes Canada represents.
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THE
RUNN
An At
By Mil
Henry
By Jol

Hip halloween costumes
saw my friend Horace Zug,
the University of Maine's vice
president for Covert Administrative Actions And Other
Nasty Stuff in the Den the other
day.
After going through the
regular small-talk -*Wei or
minor issues like Vietnam pulling troops out of Cambodia
and the ensuing Asian power
vacuum, we got to the real burning issue that everybody is
Michael Di Cicco
talking about.
"So," he said. "What are
blank university check."
you dressing up as for Hallo"I see," I said. "I think
ween?"
I'll stick with the ghost costume
"Oh, I'm going as a
plan."
ghost." I said.
"Well, then how 'bout going
"A ghost," he said.
as the president's apparent con"That's so boring. Why don't
cern for students' views on
you go as something a bit more
campus issues?" my friend
up to date, a bit more hip.
asked.
something a bit more relevant
"What?" I asked.
to issues here at this mecca of
"Sure," he said. "I mean,
learning that is the University
just think, you wouldn't have
of Maine?"
to dress up at all. Just pretend
"Ah. sure," I said. "Like
you're invisible."
what?"
While I attempted to figure
"Well," he said. "You
out how to act invisible, Horace
could dress up as the president's
continued his list of costume
discretionary fund."
"The president's discresuggestions_
"Hey," he said. "You
tionary fund, how the heck
could just stay home on Hallowould you do that?" I asked.
"It would be easy," -green and tell everybody. that
Horace said. —An you would --you're dressing - up m all the
have to do is dress up like a
ample' parking space on

campus.
"Or,if you really want to be
creative," he said, "You
could dress up like an auctioneer."
"An auctioneer?" I asked.
"Yeah," Horace said.
"irOu could dress up like an
auctioneer, carry around a few
old-looking, artifact-like things
and yell 'Sold to the man in the
funny looking hat,' now and
then.
"Or you could dress up as...
"Okay Horace, okay. I'll
think about it," I said. "What
are you going to do for Halloween anyway?"
"Oh, well." he said, "A
bunch of us administrative
types are going to throw a
Halloween costume bash over
at the Cutler Health Center."
"At Cutler?" I asked in
surpnse.
"Sure," he said. "After
all, nobody's going to be working there at night anymore
anyway so we figured someone
should make use of it."
"Oh, I see." I said. "So
what are you dressing up as?"
''Well,'' he said, "1
thougttt I'll go as a ghost
Michael Da Cacco as a journalism malicefrom Essex Junenon, Vermont
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Moral I
Choices'
LONG-DISTANCE
THE
RUNNER
An Autobiography
By Michael Harrington
Henry Holt: 260 pp. 519.95
Bs John B. Judis
Michael Harrington's second
autobiography derives its title
from the sentimental British
movie. Chariots of Fire, in
which Scottish missionary and
runner Eric Liddell forsakes a
medal at the Olympics in order
to observe the Sabbath and win
his longer race toward the
Kingdom of Heaven.
Although Harrington never
draws out the analogy exactly,
it is clear that he sees himself as
having forsaken the trappings
of bourgeois success in order to
run "toward the kingdom of
humanity."
This book's underlying question is whether Harrington, like
Liddell, made the right choice.
Harrington is an unusual
figure in American politics, a
man driven by moral purpose
rather than either anger or ambition. In the '70s and '80s.
when Harri.••".^ri might have
run for office successfully as a
liberal Democrat or pursued a
comfortable career as a writer
and speaker, he devoted
himself to the organizational

travails of the socialist left,
building one organization and
then another. If a reporter had
to reach Harrington, he could
always call him on Friday,
when he spent the entire day at
the rundown Greenwich Village
office of the Democratic
Socialist Organizing Committee, later to be called the
Democratic Socialists of
conservative Pat
Harrington's fundamentally moral commitment
to politics reflected his Catholic
upbringing. Born in St. Louis
in 1928 of middle-class Irish
Catholic parents, Harrington
Like

went to Catholic schools and
later to Holy Cross University.
In 1951, he joined Dorothy
Day's Catholic Worker movement in New York; the group's
members lived in the same dire
poverty as the Bowery
alcoholics they sought to
organize. By 1953, when Harrington left the Catholic
Worker, he had lost his faith in
God, but his poli•ical outlook
fundamentally
remained
Catholic. Harrington saw
politics as an instrument for
uplifting the less fortunate, and
he writes revealingly about
when he first decided to make
left-wing politics a career. He
had returned to St. Louis in

1949 and gotten a job as a
welfare worker. "1 went into a
decayed, beautiful house, near
the Mississippi River, which
;tank of stooped-up toilets,
dead rats, and human misery.
An hour or so later ... it dawned on me that I should spend
the rest of my life putting an
end to that house and all that
it symbolized."
Harrir,atOn also envisaged
socialism as the final "kingdom
of humanity" and himself as a
believer airic.,ng pagans In
Fragments of the Century, the
first autobiography that he
published, in 1973, he invokes
Pascal, the Frenchmen who

tried to rationalize his Catholic
faith as the church stood defiant before the Protestant
onslaught.
But when Harrington talks
about socialism, he sounds even
more like an early church
father. In The LongDistance
Runner, Harrington recounts
how, when testifying before a
Senate committee, he was
baited mercilessly for being a
socialist. He realized that "as
far u the 'foal-politics of the
country were considered, 1 was
n outsider. of no real consequence." But Harrington insists on the relevance of his

continued on 28

The Russians Are Coming
—THE PAST IS ANOTHER
COUNTRY
By Peter Viludyka
Simon and Schuster, 196 pp.
SI 8.95
—By John (lute
It is a nightmare to all
Americans_ Perhaps it is too
familiar. It provides the subject
matter and haunts every page
of "The Past Is Another Country," Peter Wludyka's incandescent first novel. It is the
nightmare of a triumphant
Russia. WIsslyka's tale of perfidy and torment begins in the
year 143, reckoning from the
date of the Russian Revolution,
when America has been occupied for generations by
totalitarian Marxist-Leninists
of the evil empire. Thought
control is very nearly complete.

The past has been rewritten or
obliterated, Folk memories of
a free America are memories of
another country, a land of
dreams.
As the great-grandson of the
sister of the Russian general
secretary, young Alex Nurov
occupies a position of some
privilege in America, and his
father thinks of his government
position in Charleston as a
form of exile. Alex is in the
throes of late adolescence, and
the hustling, hovering closeness
of Wludyka's style accurately
captures his lurching confusions — the emotional
fireworks of his initiation into
the ecstasies of sex, and the turmoil that afflicts him when he
discovers a forbidden book.
"The Plot to Kill Paul
Creticos" is a samizdat text that
purports to contain the con fes-

sicon of a Polish priest from a
time before the "Uprising" that
ended American independence.
Transferred to the United
States by the Vatican to ride
herd on the antiwar Creticos,
who was also a priest, Father '
Eiabulieski became an nnwitting
pawn of the KGB,and in a botched attempt to assassinate
Creticos only intensified the
yearning pacifism of the gullible Americans. Babulieski's
tormented narrative deeply
undermines young Alex's sense
of reality, for it speaks of a
nonexistent God-figure called
Jesus Christ, refers to a
nonplace called New York City and in .every detail contradicts the official Russian version of history.
Desperate to .find his feet
again, Alex risk, entering his
father's password into the

family computer terminal,
which connects him to
restricted portions of the Direct
Access Library, where ultimately all authorized knowledge will
be contained, making books
unnecessary. Alex is able to extract stray bits of information
that partially confirm the tale
told by Father Babulicski. As
often happeas in adolescence.
Alex's world falls into shreds.
He discovers that his alluring
young mother uses drugs to
maintain her sang-froid as the
wife of an alien. His American
girlfriend disappears. He
coerces a young friend into
samizdat
the
reading
is then
He
ript.
manusc
apprehended.
Up to this point, Wludyka's
touch has been sure, and the

continued on 3B
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-Lives on the Edge
it es ident in retrospect
the
year in which Nazi Germany
and imperial Japan were each
led by overreaching ambition to
attack too powerful opponents
and thus sealed their own evenOur lives in a World on the tual defeat.
As in his first book. "1919:
Edge
The Year Our World Began,"
By William A. Klingaman
Harper & Row. 448 pp. Klingaman's goal is the
dramatic re-creation of esents,
$22.95
not historical analysis, and his
sources
are, for the most part,
—Bs Arnoid 1. issacs
contemporary accounts and
London stoically endures the firsthand memoirs. From these
last and most brutal raids of the he has culled a mass of descripbombing
cam- tive detail and evocative quotes.
German
paign...Adolf Hitler. proclaim- woven into a fluent, fast-paced,
readable narrative.
ing that "the name of Moscow
At its best, Klingaman's
will vanish forever," sends
148 German divisions to invade writing achieves a poetic
the Soviet Union, opening the vividness — as when, in a
most colossal clash of armies in passage describing London
the history of warfare..Follow, under German attack, he writes
-ing the front-line troops are the tilxiitt searchlights that "felt for
SS Einsatzgruppen, execution the bombers with broad stalks
units whose assignment of light that faded into the mists
(foreshadowing the death fac- at the edges," while "antiairtories that will soon make kill- craft guns thumped and pounding esen more efficient) is to ed at the invaders and shells
murder Jews and other suppos- burst like weird blue diamonds
ed racial inferiors and enemies below the stars."
For all Klingaman's imof the Reich...
pressive
research and fluent
On the far side of the world,
style,
though.
"1941"lacks a
Japan's military rulers are planning their huge gamble of war little in freshness, perhaps
with the West. And in America. because much of its material is
famili,
r LorAon
still uneasily at peace, Joe already
under
the
Blitz,
the
Pearl HarDiMaggio hits safely in 56
straight games; President bor attack, convoys across the
Franklin
Roosevelt North Atlantic. even the war in
D.
cautiously and somewhat Russia — these are all stories
deviously tries to position the that have been told many times
cooryryntor, iptnyc conflict before, in both fictional and
withort armaing an isolationist nonfictioral form, and not onreaction; and a disastrously un- ly in books but in plays and
prepared nation sluggishly and movies and on television as
reluctantly begins to arm for well. Although Klingaman
the war that will come, in the retells them well enough, he
final weeks of the year, with the really has nothing new to offer
des astating Japanese attack on his readers.
The book also suffers from
Pearl Harbor.
a
somewhat
unesen treatment
From these and many other
of
its
subject
matter.
events, William A. Klingaman
has constructed a mosaic of "a Klingaman's portrayals of
world on the edge," as he Japan and the Soviet Union On
calls it — the world of 1941, the the brink of war are quite cursory and drawn from a very
year World War ii bevaiilt
truly global conflict and (as was narrow selection of sources,
far from clear at the time but compared with his far ampler
WHEN WAR TOOK OVER
THE WORLD
The Year That Rewrote The
History of the Planet
1941

44N
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socialist politics. ''The fundamental truth of these times is
radical," Harrington writes.
"It is not my use of the word
socialism that creates problems
for me. It is that the word
asserts the need for a systematic
and international transformation if humankind is to live in
freedom in the twenty-first century "
—Harrington's best known
works were, appropriately,
studies of poverty and of
socialism. In 1962, he published The Other America, an examination of how poverty was
still widespread in the affluent
society.
This book had an important
influence on Kennedy and
Johnson administration thinking about poverty, and Harrington himself was called in to
develop the ideas for Johnson's
"war 011 poverty.-", In Socialism, published in

ir

1972, Harrington attempted to
apply the tenets of what he calls
"democratic Marxism" to the
conditions of the United States
As a follower of Norman
Thomas and Trotskyist Max
Schacht man, Harrington rejected the Soviet model of
socialism.
He saw socialism as the fruition
of
parliamentary
democracy and Swedish
gradualmentary democracy
rather than Bolshevik insurrection. Harrington remained
wedded, however, to a classical
conception of a socialist
economy in which market
forces played no significant
fole.
As an autobiographer. Harrington has certain disabilities.
He is too moral to use an
autobiography to settle scores
or simply to say things that he
was too scared or tactful to say.
before.
Harrington finds something
good to say about everyone.
even enemies like New York

accounts of Britian and
Amerksa. (The treatment of
Germany_ falls somewhere in
between.) The disparity does
not seem to reflect a judgement
of historical significance, but
simply the far larger volume of
available contemporary 'writing
on the British and American
experience.
Nonetheless, "1941" is well
worth reading for its portrayal
of the spirit, mood and texture
of the times. It will certainly
reward those readers who
would like'to have, in a single
readable volume, a refresher
course on some of the major
early turning points of World
War II.
In addition, by presenting the
year's events panoramically, instead of pursuing one or
another subject more narrowly
as conventional histories tend
to do. Klingaman succeeds in
persuading us that 1941 was indeed one of those milestone

years, transforming the world
and changing irrevocably the
lives of virtually everyone living
or yet to be born.
"1941" may have a special
impact for one group of
readers: those who were born.
as I was, during that year.
Writing about that age group,
I once observed that we 1941
babies seemed to resemble survivors from some vanished
civilization. "like children in a
flood, led away from our native
village just as the waters poured
over to drown it forever."
Reading William Klingaman's
vivid account of the world that
year. a world on the edge.
brought that feeling back once
again.

—Washington Post Book
World.

REVIEWERS
NEEDED
BOOK BAG needs faculty
and student writers to review
Maine authors and report on
the Maine literature scene.
Anyone interested in writing
for BOOK BAG should
contact Lisa or Jan, 581-1271.

Mayor Ed
- Kt:it h. He is also too
modest a man to talk much
about himself, and so what he
describes in this and his first
autobiography are social and
political rather than personal
events.
This testifies to Harrington's
good character, but detracts
significantly from the interest
of his autobiography.
He also labors in this second
autobiography under the added disability that the events he
describes are not on face value
very interesting. In Fragments
of the Century, he recounted
his'part in the formation of the
post-war left, which would
emerge in the '60s as a major
force in the society. In The
Long-Distance Runner, one
learns about the denouement, if
not demise, of that left and
about Harrington's declining
influence in American politics.
But The Long-Distance Runner is of considerable interest.
It contains an insightful ex
planation of Koch's rise from

Village liberal to mayor, in
which Harrington initially
played some part, and a
touching account of Harrington's decision to move from
Manhattan to the suburbs. If
Harrington's left turns out to
be an "important bridge"
rather than an "ineffective remnant," this book will also
stand as important initial
history of its attempt to survive
the Reagan years.
As for Harrington himself,
the prognosis is not good. He
wrote this book between
cancers In 1984, he was
diagnosed as having throat
cancer. By 1986, the doctors
believed that he had been
cured. Aut in December 1987,
Harrington was diagnosed as
having cancer of the esophagus
and given six months to iwo
years to live. Typical of the
man, he has continued to write,
revising his earlier book on
socialism, and attempting to

•

keep the socialist left in good
spirits. Few more decent men
have graced American politics.

Book Bag
is published
weekly by
The Daily
Maine Campus.

Lisa Harpero
Editor
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Slime Time
THE VAST WASTELAND
Joan Collins' Trashy Novel of
Television
PRIME TIME
By Joan Collins
Linden Press/Simon and
Schuster
391 pp. $19.95
By Christopher Schemering
It should have been called
"Slime Time." Actress Joan
Collins' first novel, "Prime
Time," must be considered
one of the biggest publishing
bhmders of all time—as far as
all-out trasharomas go. It is truly stupefying.
Now. I thought Collins'
autobiography. "Past Imperfect," was a hoot. It was a
ribald, genuinely witty cornucopia in which one couldn't
help rooting for this gutsy lady
as she enticed her lovers, on
and off the screen, to and from
her bosom with the all consuming greed of a Nana. At
that time(19.
44)Collins was the
height of her popularity as
Alexis Carrington Colby on the
No. I hit TV series "Dynasty," where she sent lovers to
their graves after a night of
primetime passion.("You have
delusions of adequacy," she
dismissed one prior.)
But of late, the show and the
star have hit on hard times. It
looks as though this will be
"Dynasty's" final season; Collins miniseries "Monte Carlo"
was a disaster; and her divorce
with Peter Holm, her last husband, brought in reams of bad
publicity.
"Prime Time" smells of
desperation tactics. Now Joan
and Jackie Collins are not exactly the Brontc sisters, but they
certainly have enough panache
to throw a great party. Unfortunately, "Prime Time" is a
string of barnyard obscenities,
a.pocig-exptoitation(what the
does with an Elizabeth Taylor
clone is a disgrace) and continuous scenes of oral sex.
(These "erotic" scenes are quite
lacking in'variety: no warm-up,
no pitch, all delivery.)
ThelottiWtifferins Chloe. a
Brittish actress/sinser, is married offand-on to a drug addicted former rock star. And
how she suffers! The groupies.
the cocaine, the Dilaudid, the
uppers, the Quaaludes, the
Demerol. (One character's
morning repast consists of or-

nage juice, a croissant and
seven grams of cocaine.) But
it's Chloe's chance at the brass
ring, and damn the torpedoes!
The torpedo in question is the
bitch-goddess lead in a TV
series entitled "Saga" (a la
"Dynasty"). There is a
hilarious disclaimer in the
beginning of the book to the effect that when prominent people's names are used it is "in
tended to convey a sense of
verisimilitude." Apparently,
every actress in the world. including Streisand, Fonda and
Streep, would kill for this part!
So much for verisimilitude.
The choice comes down to
four finalists: our selfdramatizing heroine, Chloe; the
bitch Oscar-winner Sissy
(whose husband is gay); foreign
sex goddess Rosalindc (Sophia
Loren was originally tapped to
play a part of Alexis in "Dynasty"); and superstarsurvivor
Emerald, who slips in and out
of those drying-out clinics with
embarrassing
regularity.
Halfway through the book
Chloe wins the role (was there
any doubt?) — and she's looking for love in all the wrong
places. Three Emmy awards
follow.
Chloe
but
magnanimously roots for
Sharon Gless or Tyne Daly.
Talk about Joan of Arc!
There are also two subplots
to the novel. The first is about
a psychotic would-be killer. The
second is really stupid. Chloe
has a secret: 21 years before she
had her brother raise the child.
Since we learn about this at the
beginning of the novel, any
emotional impact to be derived
from the public revelation of
Chloe' "secret" is altogether
lost. Has Collins never heard
heard of foreshadowing?
Joan Collins has no fictional
technique. The book is badly
the characters are
one-dimensional, the narrative
is pedestrian and the dialogue
is of the "Take me! I ake mei:
variety.(One really can't quote
from this book in a family
newspaper.) And the happy ending is preposterous. In the 10
years I've reviewed showbusiness books, this is the most
boring, worthless piece of garbage I've ever come across.

—Washington Post Book
World.

o New News
FLASH! IT'S THE NEWS!
A History of People's Thirst
for the Latest
A History of News
From the Drum to the Satellite
By Mitchell Stephens
Viking. 401 pp. 124.95

Defining news as "new information about a subject of some
public interest that is shared
with some portion of the
public," Stephens goes on to
examine the manifold forms
this information takes and the
equally manifold ways in which
over the years it has fascinated
By Jonathan Yardlc-y:
all people in all societies.
Mitchell Stephens is here to
The first thing to be said of
tell us what, in our vanity and Stephens is that he is neither a
ignorance, we too often forget: snob nor a purist. Persons
that there is nothing, or at least looking for a defense of jourprecious little, new under the nalistic sobriety and a condemsun. In his thorough, nation of sensationalism will
scrupulous and witty history of not find it - here. Stephens
Stephens
amply believes, and lie 1s
news,
that in
demonstrates that man's giving full play to what is startlfacinarion with !WW1 aisd his the and unusual and even
determination to disseminate it grotesque and/or offensive, the
are no offspring of this age of press merely gives people what
technology, but are as old as they want, that the human apman himself; in subtitling his petite for sensation is natural
history "From the Drum to the and that "without gossip,
Satellite," Stephens means without crime — without the
for us to understand that the humanizing and stimulating
two means of transmission have touch of occasional inanities
far more in common than we and outrages — the news would
lose much of its vitality."
might at first think possible.
This is "an interpretive
Stephens is a realist. He
rather than an exhaustive knows that "the news is not
history," one more concerned about life but about., those
with "the nature of jour- dramatic moments when the
nalism" than with the many spell of daily reality is broken
particulars of its development. by the death of a dictator, a

defection or a drowning,"
and that this has been true for
as long as people have asked the
question "What's new?"
Whether the news is delivered
by the oral systems of ancient
societies or the television programs of our own, its essence is
the same:
"When we choose to enter
the weikt 9tbre.a144,Relpia'
enter a fun house. Abnormalities loom large in journalim's bent mirrors; perspectives are distorted; horrors
materialize out of nowhere;
everywhere we turn there is
blood and danger. If there is
logic to the collection of intense
moments that journalists
package, it is a logic of discontinuity — a carnival iqgic ot
freaks and catastrophes, a logic
beyond the reach of the conventional sentiments with which
most daily journalism must
make do. Much of the time
journalists, like circus"- Announcers, are reduced to barking and adding admonitions:
'Marvelous!' Prodigious!'
'Frightful!' Lamentable!'
'Horrible!'
This is entirely true, but in
emphasizing it I do not mean to
minimize the more serious
aspects of Stephen's analysis.
Among these are a persuasive

continued on 48

continued from 1B
claustrophobias of Alex's coming of age has been very well
managed indeed. Even Alex's
experiences in the camp where
he is then brainwashed into
temporary peace carry some
conviction, though Wludyka's
version pales beside similar
scenes in Yesgeny Zamyatin's
"we"(first published in English
1924, never published in
Russia) and George
"Nineteen
Eighty-Four"
(1949). And it is in comparison
with these two masterly studies
of totalitarianism in action that

"The Past Is Another Country" must finally be seen to fall
short.
Wludyka shares with both
Lamyatin and Orweii a
nightmarish narrative urgency,
a sophisticated, feverish intensity of style,and a sense of conviction that impales the reader;
all three writers manifestly
share the same general concerns
and abhorrent:es. "We" clearly depicts a state gone mad, and
the prime targets addressed in
"Nincicem Eighty-Four" are
certainly the totalitar,ianisms of

the left that infested the world
after 1945. At the same time,
because neither of these novels
is in any narrow sense a tract,
neither has dated. The tragic
sion of each book remains
unimpaired by the years, or by
ideological disputes. It is here
that V4,'Iudyka parts company
with his mentors.
Quite explicitly, he grounds
his novel in a partisan, politicized reading of our own times.
Mutual disarmament with inspection is a Russian .ploy. If
through weakness and naivete

American accepts the blandishments of its adversary, its
bosom (in fact New York City)
will be exposed to Soviet
bombs, America's new Soviet
masters, essentially unchanged
from the worst days of Stalin,
will impose a monolithic tyranny that will last forever. Only
Christianity will remain to
challenge the invaders. As
Wludyka gradually reveals his
framework of explanation,
"The Past Is Another Cowl1
try" sinks slowly into tract, and
Alex becomes the pawn of a

strikingly timebourul vision of
the world. The closing pages
are feebly melodramatic, with
foolish betrayals and implausible blows for freedom and unctuous baptisms jammed
distractedly together; they sully the body of a fine book. If
parts of that body still live, it's
because Peter Wludyka may be
a novelist in spite of himself.

—Washington Post Book
World.
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Yo-Yo Camp
Korean sounds like ack-ack
fire, every syllable has a
primary accent: YO-110
CAMP STOVEHAM HOCK
DIP STICK DUCK SOUP
HAT RACK PING-PONG
LIP SYNC!!! If the candidate
pauses, the crowd responds in
with a rhymed slogan or
unison
the
to
tickets
airline
those
If
with a precise fifteen seconds of
Olympic Games in Seoul are
burning a hole in your pocket, waving little paper Korean
flags. There's no frenzy in this,
you'll be relieved to know that
no mob hysteria, and it's not a
there's still time to get a refund
drill or an exercise."
— which is precisely what
In that paragraph as
you'll want to do after reading
P . throughout the pages of
"Seoul
Brothers,"
Hell,"
in
Rourke's
hilarious and "Holidays
us that
tell
to
here
is
O'Rourke
desastating portrait of a city in
whatever else it may be out
which "sponataneous regimentation" is the order of the day. there in the great wide world, it
Here's how O'Rourke describes certainly is different. As a correspondent for numerous
a political rally there:
publications, chief amony them
"When a Korean political
Rolling Stone, O'Rourke has
candidate does a little stumpmg, a little flesh pressing, a lit- roamed the world's sore and
tle baby kissing, he puts oh_a_troubled spots — Lebanon, El
Salsador. the Phillipines,
sour face, mounts a platform
and stares at the crowd. He's Nicaragua. South Africa,
surrounded by Samoan-size Panama — and has learned
that, although "people are all
bodyguards, his chap sae, or
their
alike,"
goons (literally 'trapped birds'). exactly
A couple of the goons hold an similarities take startingly
diverse forms depending on the
inch-thick plexiglass shield in
ti_yrit of the candidate's face. extent of deprivation they suffer, the nature of the wars they
The shield has handles bolted
wage and the distance of their
on both ends like a see—
remove from the amenities of
tf:-ough tea tray. The crowd
Western civilirat ion
shouts the candidate's name for
For this last O'Rourke is an
half an hour, then the canapologist. "Sounabashed
the
at
crowd.
didate yells

THE
TO
TRAVELS
INFERNAL
HOE !DAYS IN HELL
By P.J. O'Rourke
Atlantic Monthly Press 257 pp.
II& 9-5
By Jonathan Yardley

continued from 3B
a eg rjst4:11.4 'the klitsusiicau
of news..,in the long run
strengthens a society." by emphasizing the commonality of
interests and experiences its inhabitants share; a discussion of
how the coming of literacy to
Roman society introduced the
elements of dispassion and
analysis into the news; a
reminder that journalistic in-

Thus armed with cynicism
called Western civilization."
and the obligatory apparel,
he writes, "as practiced in half
O'Rourke ventures forth to
of Europe, some of Asia and a
different societies, in
fathom
is
America,
few parts of North
each trying "to figure its conbetter than anything else
tradictions,. measure its at-.
available. Western civilization
titudes, see it in its under—
life,
not only provides a bit of
pants." At this he is extremea pinch of liberty and the occaly good. He wastes little or no
sional pursuit of happiness, it's
talking with leaders or
time
ever
also the only thing that's
tried to." In the rest of the "spokespersons" but instead
world, by contrast, O'Rourke seeks out soldiers and
bartenders, journalists and
finds little except war, star%alaborers and
shopkeepers.
may
he
waste;
and
death
tion,
itinerants. "This book is writbe a humorist, but his laughter
ten from the worm's viewhas a hollow ring.
point." he says. "and the
perjournalistic
his
pose,
His
sona, is that of the tough, things I've asked my fellow
blind, spineless members of the
cynical man of the world" the
phylum .4nnehda are things
correspondent.
foreign
echt
like, 'What's for dinner?' and
"Personality," he writes, "I
like the kind of research you 'Please don't kill me'— the
stuff of mankind's real-life incan get your hands on, the kind
terviews."
you can heft..That is, I like to
The result is a number of
do my principal research in
pieces. On Warsaw, for
superb
more
are
bars, where people
example, which "sounds and
likely to tell the truth or, at
smells more like a lonely freight
least, :it less convincingly than
yard than a capital city" and
and
briefings
they do in
where O'Rourke concludes that
books." As he tries (unsuclife behind the Iron Curtain is
cessfully) to get into Libya, he
says: "I just figured, what with "Boy Scout Camp-dusty;
dilapidated; crummy food;
guns going off and things blowaccommodations;
ing up, there'd be plenty of lousy
with
and_._counselors
inpenetrating
deep truths and
whistles." On Paris, where he
sights. Tragedy and strife profinds that French rock n'roll
duce these things in boxcar lots.
like somebody's chas"sounds
as any good reporter knows._
Piaf around the old
Edith
ing
wear
to
chance
a
wanted
Also, I
Peppermint Lounge with an
. my new safari jacket. You really look like a twink if it isn't — electric hedge trimmer." Or
on the Philippines, where he
adequately dirty and sweatdelights in a cockfight: "my
stained."

1970's Youth

am not a well person," she
tearfully confides to a lawyer
on their first date.
GROWN-UP FAST
NoK exactly the jolliest youth,
A True Story of Teenage Lifc and Israel tells it in somewhat
in Suburban America
disjointed fashion—an operung
By Betsy Israel
scene as a confused 27-year-old
Poseidon. 239 pp. $16.95
magazine editor, a couple of
By David Strenfeldstanzas of childhood and
adolescence, and* then an extended treatment of her ill-fated
I y remeow
I/IC*11411M7% Whig MakCI tire
CMIX society irtione cietratmg
valise, inasmuch as they de- the morality of those who evadhook convincing is its sly
pend for their survival on the ed serving in Vietnam, perhaps
humor and absence of self-pity.
patronage of any society's it will move on to the angst of
Israel, who must have been •a
predominant forces; and a for- the post-Nam generation—
real trial to her. mother and
thright but uncondescending those who as children watched
father, offers no excuses, just
acknowledgemnt that **the their older siblings go off to sharp,
unembellished
jiaiififaliit'S tendency toward either Woodstock or the war, testimony. If the parents of any
superficiality" comes, as they but were too young to attend
current teen read this, they'll
say, with the territory.
get the willies.
either .
These and other theme.
In high school, Israel and her
These 'kids went to high
Stephens explores within the-, school in the early '70s, carried
buddies had two central preocframework of a deft tour along on a wave of boredom, cupations: guys and drugs.
through the history of news. marijuana and depression. The
Basically, the boys abuse the
From oral news systems to '60s, for all their misadvengirls, and the girls try to stay on
handwritten bulletins to the tures, were remembered as exthe good side of boys by not
Gutenberg press to news citing, a real swinging time, the
complaining.
ballads to newspapers to radio current scene was stultifying.
"Grown-Up Fast" makes sex
and television, he doesn't miss
less appealing than a
sound
No wonder Gerald Ford was
a beat. Though he is himself a president.
couple rounds of gum surgery.
professor of journalism (at
Things are messed up from
Betsy Israel, born in 1958,
New York University) he has grew up in the middle-class
the beginning. In the fifth
written not an inside-baseball long Islam, suburb of
grade, Israel reports, "I tried to
book but one for the general Massapequa. "Grown-Up
picture boys I could love,
reader; he has given the news Fast" is her downbeat, deadperhaps Randy and Dennis
and those who disseminate it a
door, but they were
front'next
how
just
pan recitation of
degree of legitimacy previous- dreary it was: a half-Jewis:„
ugly, they smelled of leaves. I
ly unsuspected by or of them. halfpagan childhood surrounddidn't get it."
and makes a powerful case for ed by Catholics; a drugged-out
She loses her viginity when
treating "the news" as seriously adolescence; getting pregnant
her boyfriend says he needs hPr
as any .her aspect of common the night of the senior prom;
body: "I had to understand. I
was fourteen. He was fifteen
human interest and endeavor. not managing to admit the
'I'm not gettirf any younger.'
"A History of News" is in all situation for a full seven
he said "Afterward, she goes
respects first-rate, and original. months; sporadic trouble
home and washes her hands for
work.
thereafter. "I am twenty-six
half an hour.
and I am a publishing executive
—Washington Post Book
This is the was' that boy, a
but I jump around my apartnamed Steve. asks her out
World.
slug
I
ment to old Beatle records.
etit 1.0 11"11,4[

are

IkIral.fl

for the first time. when they' are
both ninth-graders: "So, if a
guy asked you out and if you
*anted to go out with some guy
that you sort of knew, if you
wanted to, if I was gonna be
that guy. I mean if I was gonna ask you, would you go
out?"
That's the only moment
when Steve elicits any sympathy
on the reader's part. Soon he's
caught "streaking" through a ,
typing class; by the end of the
book, Israel is almost rational
in her tutracinnt !hat Cley: is
Son of Sam, the killer terrorizing the western portions of
Long Island.
And then there's the drugs.
"By late 1972,'' Israel
remembers, "marijuana had
settled in on Long Island like
McDonald's: It was fast, it was
easy, it- was everywhere."
During the next year, she and
her friends went every day to
the woods next to school to get
stoned: "Life—the swath cut
from home to school to
woods—had taken on a listless
quality that in a Health class
film might have been depicted
by a long—haired boy with his
head down on a desk."
•
Health class didn't succeed in
teaching Israel anything about
the mechanics of pregnancy.
On the verge of escape to an
Upstate New York college, she
miscalculates the rhythm
method and suffers the consequences. You begin to get a
sense of how many unwanted
teenage pregnancies occur while
watching this intelligent young
woman denying for months the._
obvious truth. Weight gain, she
calls her growing stomach, and:
the blob. When Steve wants to
see, he's no help, as usual:

idea of a great sport — two
armed. entrees battling to see
who'll be dinner."
This is funny, outrageous,
perceptive, written with lario.
But there's another side to.
O'Rourke. In the Philippines
the sight of a dead girl, the victim of random gunfire, brings
him up short. "What ideology
has that oozing face for a
price?" he asks. "What
abstraction is worth that
smell?" In Nicaragua he is
aroused to sorrow and anger by
the wives of political prisoners.
And in El Salvador he visits a
dumping ground for the bodies
of death-squad victims:
"The bones werer't hard to
look at. They were clean from
the birds and the sun —
theatrical, really. But walking
back to the car, I saw matted
clothes by the path, a spcn-i shirt
and jeans — teenage clothes,
-slim fit and narrow in the hips.
And then I was sick and shocked. ••
—Washington Post Book
World

NOTE:
The White Buffalo was
-6-C9Amtnif loot Wednesda%

by
William Waters

1

"In the filmy light of the
Nautilus Diner sign the blob
rose up out of my jeans, a
glowing white orb corssed with
red tracks and now a thin
brown line. I studied this new
line. Steve's head fell onto the
steering wheel with a thud as if
he'd been shot." Israel plans
for adoption, writing in her
diary: "The idea of opening a
door, some year in my real life,
to find this stranger who has
the nasty dimples of Steve, is so
horrifying I must lit down."
whom she givx;-ti
,lawyer
Th
the infant is later accused of
baby-selling.
Everything had started out so
well—
the was suburban houses
with their trim lawns, the good
schools, the benevolent parents.
How did Israel and her friends
get so messed up? What provoked the miasma of depression, so allenconipassing it
seemed as if a dark cloud had
permanently engulfed them?
Israel is i'whiz at describing
teenage depression—the sense
that things are awful but you
can't comprehend how to
change them—but she offers no
explanations, no wider context.
My suspicion is that many teem
felt that way in the early '70s(a
few more than average.
perhaps, given the tepid temper
of the time) but many teens no
doubt feel the same right now
When Israel was acting
"mopey," her two younger
sisters would whisper, "What's
wrong with her?" and her
mother, pulling her frowning
father out of the room, would
say, "She's just 13 years old,
that's what's wrong." It's the
nature of the beast.
—Washington Post Book
World.
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Robin Givens is smart to file for a divorce
To the editor:
I would like to read some
more from Jenn Gin (October
20) — maybe a little elaboration. Let me get this straight:
Robin Givens is beaten (at least)
by her husband Mike Tyson,
decides to leave the marriage,
and she's a "bitch" for it?
That's interesting. Most
women who are battered in
America (one in every 15
seconds, according to FBI
statistics) stay with their
husbands and "lovers" long
after being battered the Brat
time. endunng more and more
pain and threats, and often dying at the hands of the men they
"love." (2,000 to 4,000
women per year die in this manner, according to a spokesperson for the National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.)
These are men of average
strength. Men of average
strength threaten and beat their
wives and losers so they dare
not seek help at a battered
women's shelter, so that they
dare not tell a friend what's
happening to them, so that they
dare not try to do anything to
improve their situation.
(These women are usually
blamed for staying in the marriage or relationship.) Again.
these are men of average

on in our society. Instead of
strength; what if your violent
sparking "lively debate" you
husband were a world-famous
give implied consent to conheavyweight fighter? I'd be too
tinued violence.
terrified to speak.
Robin Givens made public
Don't you think it's possible
knowledge of a very private
that thit "hitch," as you call
kind of hell — hopefully inspirher, did the best thing she could
ing women all over the U.S. to
do for herself by talking opentake action to free themselves
ly about her experience? In
from abusive situations. And
many cases, the women who
you say she gives women and
"tell" are more brutally treated
marriage a bad reputation?
than before, or even murdered.
The Givens-Tyson marriage
In this case, if anything had
deserves the bad reputation it
happened to Givens following
her interview, all of America
would have been able to guess
what had happened.
Also: In these days of
palimony and multimilliondollar divorce settlements
among the Hollywood crowd,
what kind of "money-hungry
opportunist" would file for
divorce asking for no more
than a signature granting it?
Givens it not Atkins for any of
Mike Tyson's precious money
or property, just an opportunity to get on with her life.
have heard that the Campus
pus sometimes pnnts inflammatory pieces just so that people will 1) read and 2) respond,
sparking a "livery debate." I
am no opponent of "lively
debate," but this kind of irjournalism
responsible
perpetuate the attitude that
makes it OK for battering to go

come residents is forcing them
to sell their land and homes to
it's time for a change—Wit satisfy svrogen tax bills.
Where acid rain, from the
state where 20 percent of the
plants of the midwe,t,
power
work force works for minimum
falls on our land,
wage.
akes.
7
Where another 30 percent of trees and sterilizingzi
to
key
educ_ation
Where
is
force
work
the
low
a
given
is
future,
our
underemployed.
prpioLity. closing the
Where
Where 25 percent of its adult federal
rrow.
t
to
doors
population, in the northern
who obtain an
those
functionally
counties, are
education are forced to flee the
illiterate.
Where the average family in- state to find an adequate income is just above the poverty tome to finance the "American
Dream."
level.
Representative Snowe has
Where many in the w
10 years to correct these
had
force work part-time,
or at least make a
deficiences
r
insurance,
health
programs, paid hotdays or significant impact on them. She
vacations and withiut a future. has failed.
the
has
Hayes
Ken
Where foreign/ competition
replaces mantifacturing in- knowledge and experience to
dustry jobs ,ivith minimum sucessfully tackle these
problems.
wage service didustry positions
I have been a registered
Where anger and frustration
for 28 years and I
Republican
are releasol in substance abuse
the future of our
for
voting
am
abuse.
child
and spousal and
Where out-of-state investors state by voting for Hayes.
It is time to pass the gauntlet
buy real estate driving up the
a person who will get the job
to
it
pricing
value of the land
above the lower income of done.
Maine workers.
, Where an increasing tax
Charles A. Jule
rden on low and fixed in-

editor should be 300 words or less, and
purposes.
rest columns about 450 words. For verification
letters.
a name, addrecs, and phone number must accompany
Letters to the

of injury to women in this
country, according to the FBI.
By blaming the victim of one of
society's most popular and
most accepted crimes, you feed
the bad reputation women
already possess, as somehow
deserving of the violence
perpetrated against them.
This "bad rep" is not
deserved.

Linda Francis

COIS
arfte 16"Vd. POMMY, _11,4 11,1141, :4611~
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Time for a change
To the editor:

has gotten. In freeing herself
from that marriage. Givens is
free to seek out the kind of relationship marriage ought to be:
a healthy partnership. Tyson,
who apparently wrote a suicide
note before driving into a tree,
obviously has some problems.
Now he is free to get help for
himself, without inflicting further violence on someone else.
As for the "bad rep" you say
Givens gives women: Battering
is the single most common form

•

&raids' health plan works
To the editor:
Imagine a world where
everyone who works is
guaranteed some form of basic
health insurance — a world
where hard-working, lowincome families can at least
promise their children the same
chance to grow up healthy that
is offered to their wealthierfriends. Hard to imagine? Most
industrialized countries, including our neighbor to the
north, provide their citizens
with this basic need. Michael
Dukakis proposes just such a
program. Socialized medicine
you say? That is what George
Bush is proposing. He wants to
offer poor, working families an
opportunity to "buy into
medicare." This would add
an estimated 20 billion dollars
to an already financially strapped medicare program — not
to mention the stigma attached
to putting millions of hardworking families on the welfare
dole.
The Dukakis program would
rewrtCaTiPiCiY•Cra Lo provide all
full-time employees with a basic
form of health insurance.
Employers would be able tu
shop around for the best health

care plan at the best price.
Similarly, bestir' care providers
would have to compete for this
new business by providing the
most cost effective plan to meet
the specified needs. This is the
kind of private sector involvement that can significantly improve the quality of life for
millions of Americans and their
children. True, consumers will
have to pick up most of the cost
in some slightly higher prices,
but with the Bush plan we
would have to poor tens of

billions of more tax dollars inar, ineffiriently run government program. Which of these
plans sounds like bigger
government to you?
George Bush is proposing
socialized medicine. Michael
Dukakis is offering us a way to
provide working Americans a
dignified approach to health
care.
Robert S. Young
Orono

Area Democrats to
speak Thursday
To the editor:
The University Democrats
will be sponsoring a great opportunity for students to
become more informed voters.
This Thursday at 4:00 p.m.
in the North Lown Room in the
Memorial Union, our group
will be sponsoring "Common
Ground." Candidates Ken
Hayes for the U.S. Congress,

Steve Bost for the State Senate,
and John O'Dea for State
Representatives will be speak
ing on student, state, and national issues. I would encourage
all students to attend this event
to hear and voice concerns
regarding the issues for the
November 8th elections.
vaka

y
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a

long beforehand). This ap- tending other schools around
peared to be the case even after the world on exchange proa campus-wide poll showed op- grams or such must pay the fee.
position to the fee. The Board (Only from a business point of
of Trustees basically revealed view is this not ridiculous).
their attitude about students Now from that $100 students
and the fee in the remarks of receive admissions to sporting
one its members. I seem to events, tickets to performances
recall it had something to do at the maine Center for the
with giving up some six-packs Arts, health services at Cutler
of beer to pay for the fee. so Health Center, new programs
much for the B.O.T. under- at the Union (whatever that
standing the issue or the univer- means), and a whole host of
other neat stuff.
sity students in general.
I had the opportunity to hear
Guest Column
Dr. Aceto from the administraby
tion try and explain one night
Charles Lagerbom
to the General Student Senate
just what the heck was going on
One of the goodies from this
with the Mandatory Life fee. I
When the Mandatory life thought he might erase my con- confusing (I mean comprehenFee idea was first presented to fusion so I listened intently. He sive) fee is that students were
everyone, it carried with it a lot spoke of freeing up this and (and are) supposedly granted
of confusion and lackluster op- that money, reiterated the ad- admission to all athletic events
postion to it that certainly ministration's attitude about at home! That sounded really
helped the fee become entren- athletics not getting anything great, but look at it closer. This
policy only marginally applies
ched into our !Res. The fact from the fee and described how
that there was such confusion much of a utopia we were get- to hockey games, if you are one
among the people who were go- ting for shelling our $100 a _ of the few lucky students who
ing to be paying for it should semester. I Cline away form brave day-long lines and get the
possibly have warranted a delay that meeting more confused awesome standing room
in its implemmtation. That is, than ever. I guess Dr. Aceto ef- tickets. The public (who pay
higher rates for tickets and thus
if the administration really fectively did his job.
cared whether or not the
Well, the fee was im- are more wanted from an
it. plemented and various voices economic perspective) get the
students understood
However since the confusion rose in protest, although with actual seats. Ironically, this
helped limit opposition to it, not much concerted effort. To problem is only made worse
the administration might have add to the confusion, and I sup- when the team does well and
been in no great hurrylo clarify pose to keep everyone con- more and more students (and
the issue
tinually off-balance, the name public) wish to see them play.
In a secmingls henesolent of the fee was changed. ManThe administration wanted
gesture, the administration set datory sounded really tough. more people to watch the
up a committee of students and Besides, there is no confusion basketball team play. So what
unisersity personnel to look at about something being man- did they do? They'moved the
the Mandatory Life Fee and datory. Comprehensive sound- games to Bangor. Sure it is a
vote on a recommendation for ed good. That should really bigger facility, but it is also farits implementation. The com- confuse things for people trying ther removed from the body of
mittee overwhelmingly sated to figure out just how com- studentsliving in and around
against the Fee. The ad- prehensive this thing really is. the university. But then from a
minim:ill ion did uoi await-akin:,,
isulfaras- i- can cietermine, The financial viewpoint, which
'but nodded a curt"thank-you" . fee is MO per student per makes more sense (or should I
and implemented it anyway semester. Students taking less spell it cents)? More money
(seemingly as if the administra- than so many hours pay a pro- from the ticket buying public or
tion had already decided its fate rated charge. Even students at - lower money generated from
,
Editor's Note: this is the first
part of a two part series.
The University of Maine has
seen some definite changes
since I first arrived here over
two years ago. Some have been
positive while others have not.
Do not get me wrong, I like the
University of Maine and am
proud to have come here for
my schooling. University life
has been worthwhile and so it
grieves me to see what I consider to be some rather disturbing trends. The basis of this
column is to just show one student's perceptions of what the
university is doing, where it
may be heading and why

t
1

Integrity problem
To the editor:
A great wrong has taken
place. The wrong was Issued
against the cheer leading squad.
to sports in general but also to
the integrity of our school.
The first realization that
needs to be pointed out is that
Cheerleading is a difficult
sport. It takes work, energy and
time to be able to project the
voice and continually move to
rouse the spirit of the spectators. I have seen the work by
my sister and friends. I would
suggest the same for Mr.
Bourque.
The article also did an injustice to sports in general
stating that only four,
predominantly male sports, and
then to slam Cheerleading.
The entire point though can
be captized(sic) under journalistic integrity.
What kind of newspaper
even considers printing an art i-

cle so slanderous and
demoralizing? It is wrong.
Editors should have stopped
this before print.
The Daily Maine Campus is
our newspaper for better or
worse as the collaboration of
ideas and ideologies. If there is
any one thing my speech and
communication class has taught
mc, it is that when we speak or
write we have to have integrity.
Our working class textbook
states (from Principles and
Types of Speech Communication, Tenth Edition) "For a
deep felt commitment to the
betterment of your peers."
This is the definition the book,
our class and our university
uses. I'd like to make the
recommendation that The Daily Maine Campus should use
that definition.

Regarding the fee's statement
about covering health services,
I'd be laughing if the situation
were not so serious. In one of
its most blatant attempts to cut
costs and run the health center
like a business, the administration changed the health center
policies regarding the continual
presence of qualified people at
the health center. Instead of
coming up with the money to
support qualified doctors and
nurses for 24 hours a day at the
health center, the administration seemingly thought that it
remilti "gel. by" with Ile.tt than
qualified personnel, thus saving
money. The fact that so many

nurses resigned rather than take
part in a potentially dangerous
situation reveals that the administrtion did not have much
of a clue a to what constitutes
"safe" and "competent"
24-hour health care. I commend the nurses who took a
stand and hope that the administration will realize its
serious blunder and act accordingly before a disaster occurs.
Another seemingly apparent
benefit from this fee included
the Travel Fund for funding
people to tras el to conferences,
although this fund actually gave
out only enough money to actually cover registration fees.'
Nothing for the costs of travel,
accommodations of food. And
then, the money handed out
was targeted only for people
giving presentations. Gee,
thanks.
Call it the Mandatory Life or
the Comprehensive Fee or
anything you like, the bottom
line is that it Was seemingly
decided beforehand with no
consideration of the committee
appointed to assess it and no input form the people who would
be paying it. It was proposed,
promoted and implemented in
a confusing and contradictory
manner that only aided the administration's efforts. What
bothers me the most is that I
feel as if the students were not
considered intelligent or mature
or realistic enough by the ad.
mirustraion to address the issue
and objectively weigh its advantages and disadvantages.
Tomorrow: the reorganization of the colleges, and THE
BOTTOM LINE.
Charles Lagerbom is a
graduate student in hicin.ri•-••1
arrhatokey et the University of
"faint.

Hear the issues!
To the editor:
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Roland W. Charles Ill
Stodder Hall

students.(since the confusing
fee has already supposedly
covered them?)
When the Maine baseball
team played Miami(a nationally televised game) this "free"
admissions policy generated
through your helpful mandatory life fee suddenly went
null and void. Maybe there is a
clause in the fee contract that
stipulates "free" access to only the sporting events of the administration's choice and not
when the even is of national importance. This attitude could
also be applied to the "free"
tickets students supposedly get
--for productions at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
Tickets for the Maine Center
for the Arts events sounded
great until it was realized that
eot all events are covered and
the ones that are fill up quickly- Again, one has to brave long
lines and hopefully be one of
the lucky few to secure an admissions to a popular event,
while the higher paying public
get their pick. Again, this shows
pretty shrewd business acumen
the
part
of
on
the
administration.

As the remaining weeks of
the election spiral down into a
blur of primary colors and enticing sound bites, those intending to vote are grudgingly faced with candidates whose images and emotional turgor are
weak in comparison to the likes
of John Wayne, Bugs Bunny,
and Ronald Reagan. This lack
of inspiration and conciseness
that is conducive, to sitcoms
however, will not postpone the
destiny of this state and nation.
During the week of October 24
the heat of real issues affecting
our society will be brought
before our common ground as
a series of candidates will speak
out on questions concerning
ideology and competence.
A bonfire will be lit under the
issues on Thursday. October 27
at 3:30 p.m. in the Lown Room
of the Memorial. Union as the

University Democrats prcscnt
the Unity '88 candidates running in our district.
UMaMe professor Ken
Hayes in his campaign for Congress will speak on his concerns
of the environment, education,
and gainful jobs. Rep. Steve
Bost who is running for the
Senate. as well as John O'Dea
campaigning for the House of
Representatives will be on hand
to express their concerns for the
need for proper representation
of the university in order to
benefit the community and the
state. The presentation will conclude with a chance for the audience to tender their questions
and opinions to the candidates
personally. All are encouraged
to attend to find an alternative
to the 30-second television clip
solution.

Tom Beaulieu
se
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"People think we (the university)
have enough money and that it's going towards athletics," she said.
She stressed that the money from the
bond issue will go only toward the
things it has been earmarked for.
If the bond issue passes on Nov. 8,
UMaine will receive:
6411 million for new classroom
• and laboratory buildings;
43.5 million for a . new communication system;
*SI.9 million for renovations on
some of the older buildings;
*S2 million for a connector
building between the Maine Center
for the Arts and Hauck Auditorium_
Holmes said the university system
is bound by the state Legislature to
spend the money on the above projects if the issue passes.
He said the perception that the
university is spending te•A much
money on athletics is one that has
been "overworked." The university,
he said, needs to have a balance between academics, arts and athletics.
Badger said she has heard many.
negative remarks from students concerning the bond issue. She explained that people who support the issue
don't usually express their feelings,
while those who disagree do.
Holmes said that strong student
support of the bond issue will show
that the university community supports an effort from which it will
benefit.
"Strong student turnout is extremely important," he said.
The group of students supporting
the bond issue,. which
kWh
Tamara Davis and John O'Dea, the
president and vice president of student government, has been handing
out pamphlets at football games,
Badger said.
Holmes said the group is
"cautiously optimistic" about the
outcome of the referendum. He said
the bond issue is the most important
question Maine voters will decide this
Yqtr- Holmes said the university system
ikaa -unt-piepareci for a loss on efe'ction day.
"We'll address that situation on Nov.
Q." he said.
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THE NATIONAL COLLEGENEWSPAPER
Look or
• Seth Leopold's report on
how rampant grade inflation is affecting copegiate
standards.

a

Traci Auble's interview
with a U. of Iowa sophomore who left an innercity gang to go to college.

• The College Basketball
Top 20, featunng rankings from the nation's
sports editors.
Coming to campus
week of October 31
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Sports
Fencing at UMaine is making a comeback
Once these initial obstacles are overcome, however, Naseck said the club
hopes to compete, especially agairtst the
University of Maine at Augusta. Naseck
called the UMA team "excellent. "We were insited to a comepetition
in Augusta on Oct. II," she said.
The competition, which included
teams from UMA, Colby and B.IICS,
was not attended by the club because the
club did not feel prepared.
"There's no May we could have competed, when Only three or four of us
have fenced before." Naseck said.
Naseck said that she took up fencing
because she plans on majoring in
English Literature, and she thought of
fencing .as a ."very English thing to

by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
For those who wish to learn the fine
art of the foil, there is an outlet: tbe
University Fencing Club.
According to club president Rebecca
Naseck, the club has been in existence
for quite some time, but is currently in
a rebuilding period. She herself is a
freshman, as are most of the club's nine
members.
"None of us base fenced for more
than 1 2 years," Naseck said. "We're
just teaching those who want to learn
right now."
The club also lacks a faculty advisor
at this stage, hut Naseck says the club
it trying to reach an agreement with
James Walker, a Theater Department
faculty member, who choreographed the
stage fencing for the department".
"Romeo and Juliet" production.
"He's shown interest, perhaps for a
price.'' Naseck said.
In addition to having no faculty ad-Visor, the Fencing Club also needs to
replace a good deal of equipman which.
Iccording to Naseck. has been stolen or
"mysteriously dissappeared."
"We're planning candy sales in the
lobbies of dormitories," she said.
"Bottle drives are a good idea.
t00.

•

Photo tr. Doug S ancierresoc

Jay Munson scores a hit against Christophier Whitten during a retest froths'
club recent practice at I engyel Gym.

Naseck herself has been fencing for
seven months.
"(Fencing) is easy to learn, but hard
to practice," said Naseck. "It's better
exercise than running. You get more of
a workout."
"And it's fun, like a game" she
added.
The club, which welcomes new
members, meets on Tuesdays from 8:30
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. in the Lengyl Gymnasium. and on Thursdays from 9:00
p.m. to 11:00 p.m. in the Memorial
room.
Gymnasium's all

Freshman hockey player to appeal a NCAA decision
t") Mike Bourque
Staff Writer

Lniversity of Maine hockey officials
arc awaiting word from the National
Collegiate Athletic Assocaition on the
eligibility of freshman Steve Widmeyer.
UMaine hockey Coach S,hawn Walsh
said Widmeyer has been declared ineligible to play for the Black Bears but can
practice with the team. The NCAA decision suspends the freshman for one
season but _Walsh said an appeal would
be filed over the matter
"We are awaiting to recirse the official information from the N('AA so
that we can file an appeal," Walsh
said. "We hoped we can get it changed."
Widmeyer said the NCAA judgment
was based on two problems in his dealings with a Canadian junior team. They
contend he signed a contract to play for
the team and that he hired an agent to
help him negotiate, he said.
Accoidinis to Widmeyer. there are
three committee levels within the
NCAA's preccss for determining a
The first committee
de• clared him ineligible to play on the
collegiate level ever. An appeal to the second committee level, however, lessened the penalty and suspended him for
one season. Widmeyer said.
"I'm frustrated, but at least now I :an
practice and work out with the gliVS."
Widmeyer said.
He said the university will watt to get
the official decision and then file
another appeal to the final corran'ittee
level of the NCAA. This appeal process
would include a conference call between

NCAA officials. Walsh,‘Vidmeyer and
his father.
Widmeyer said he believes he followed all the rules to maintain eligibility. '11
thtnk they (the -NCAA) are MOM worried about the possibility of me has ing
an agent. They realize, I think, that 1

didn't sign a contract. It was more like
a letter of intent," Widmeyer said.
He said the issue of his eligibility was
brought to the attention of the NCAA
by the owner of the junior team.
"He's determined he'll get me
back." he said.

For now. Widmeyer, who was allowed to play in two of UMaine's BlueWhite scrimmages and scored two goals
in the first, said he'll continue to practice with the team.
"I just hope m) season is more than
tivrt stamp%
tavi

About time for a UMainefootball dome
by Jot Grant
Staff Writer
How about a few subjective
answers to a few pertinent questions.
' Who are the teams that will go to
the Ssir Bowl in January?
Hmmm,Chicago right now is the
only legitimate 7-1 team in the NFL.
Cincinnati. New Orleans and Buffalo
are also 7-! but I think a severe choke
is heading in their general direction.
The Giants don't have what it
takes and I think Mike Ditka or Jim
McMahon will shoot their mouths
off and ruin the Bears chances.
The choices. Philadelphia from the
NFC and and Cleveland from the
AFC.
When is UMaine going to have a
dowsed stadium for their home football games?
Well this crossed my mind a couple times last week.
My high school budd Willy is a

senior at Notre Dame (yes the
Fightin' Irish) this year and I asked
him what the football games were
:ike.
He told me that most people in
South Bend are tailgating before peo
ple in Maine are out of bed recovering from the .night before.
So the answer to the question
would be as soon as the Gipper can
find the time to give President Dale
lick a pep talk.
How mach of a jerk is Mist
Gestisessa for leaving the New Yak
Jets?
He was hated for his sack dance,
but one thing he did was get the
sacks.
Like it or not he earned his right
to dance.
As for Brigitte Nielsen, I never
really cared for the girl but if she does
have cancer of the uterus and the
couple are in love as the reports say,
Gastineau is making a very mature

decision.
It's not like he quit football for
Robin Givins.
Who is Levis While
Your guess is as good a, minc
Who was the most memorable moment from the major league post
season this year?
Obviously from an unbiased point
of view it had to be Kirk Gibson's
ninth inning homerun against
Oakland in Game I of the World
Series.
But there were a few other things
I enjoyed in the playoffs.
I enjoyed watching Tommy Lasorda do his
inch vertical jump after
winning the series.
I actually enjoyed listening to Reggie Jackson doing- the- commentary
on ABC.
But most of all. I enjoyed the look
of complete hopelessness on the faces
the Red Sox dugout by the seventh
inning of their last hurrah.
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LaRussa named over Morgan as top AL manager
NEW YORK(AP)— Tony La Russa,
who piloted the Oakland Athletics to a
club—record 104 victories and the
American League pennant, was named
AL Manager of the Year Tuesday by the
Baseball Writers Association of
.Nmerica.
It was the second time La Russa won
the award. He was also honored in 1983,
when he led the Chicago White Sox to
the Al. West title.
La Russa, 44, edged Boston manager
Joe Morgan by 14 points in balloting by
a committee made up -of two writers
from each AL city. La Russa received
103 points, compared with 89 for
Morgan and 37 for Sparky Anderson of
the Detroit Tigers.
La Russa got 1$ first-place votes, six

Hodge eligible
Ito play for
hoop Bears
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
Freshman basketball player Der—
rick Hodge has been declared eligible
to play this season, according to
University of Maine athletic officials.
According to Black Bear basketball coach Rudy Keeling, he was informed on Friday night by the National Collegiate Athletic Association
of Hodge's eligibility.
"Ht's a great kid and has a great
attitude. Obviously I'm pleased that
he will be allowed to play." Keel
ing said.
The decision over Hodges eligibility', came after NCAA officials review ed transcripts from his eighth grade
courses in the Virgin Islands as well
- as his grades when he attended Morse
High School in Bath, ME.
keeling said the NCAA requires an
overall average of 2.0.or better for
foul TINILIS of college prepar illi lit y
classes in high school.After a delay that caused Hodge to
miss the first week of practice the
NCAA received all the transcripts
and ruled him eligible.
"I really had no idea what was go-__
ing to happen. I figured I had about
a 50-50 chance of playing (this
year)," Hodge said.
- Last year Hodge attended New
Hampton Prep in New Hampshire
where he averaged 21.1 points and_
eight rebounds per game.
In his senior season at Morse High
helped his team to a state championship while averaging 21 points and.
9.1 rebounds per game.
_. Keeling said Hodge, 6-3, could
play either at big guard or small
forward
"He 's got great quickness and
jumping ability. He could be a great
complement to Reggie (Banks) at small forward and also play big
guard." Keeling said.
He said Hodge and another
freshman named Shelton Kerry give
the Black Bear basketball team some
of the quickness and jumping ability
they may have lacked in the past.
Hodge said he felt a little behind
the fest of the team after Missing the
first week but said things arc now
"working out jdit flue."

I

more than Morgan, who took over the
struggling Red Sox at midseason and led
the club to the AL East title. The only
other managers receiving first place
oteS were Sparky Anderson with three
and three other managers with one vote
each.
The A's improved by 23 victories in
1988 and won the division by 13 games
over the defending World Series champion Minnesota Twins. They were heavily favored to win the World Series but
were upset by the Los Angeles Dodgers
in five games.
Oakland finished first in the league in
pitching with a 3.43 earned run average,
second in homers with 156, and third in
defense. The A's won a franchise-record
14 straight games in April and May and

set a Bay area attendance record, draw
ing 2,287,335 fans to the Oakland
Coliseum.
La Russa has a 752-683 record, or
a.524 winning percentage, in 10 major
league seasons as a manager.
Like a lot of successful managers, La
Russa was a mediocre player. He had a
career batting-average of .199 in 132
games as utility infielder in the major
leagues.
A native of Tampa, Fla., I.a Russa
made his big league debut at the age of
18 with the Kansas City A's in 1963. He
played with Oakland from 1968-71 and
finished his career with Atlanta and the
Chicago Cubs.
His managerial career began in 1978
when he took over the White Sox' Class

AA team in Knoxville. Tenn. The team
went 53-25, earning La Russa a promotion to Chicago's coaching staff.
He was named manager of the White
Sox' Class AAA team in Iowa in 1979
and took over the Chicago job in
August. The White Sox finished fifth
that year, third in 1981 and 1982, and
first in 1983.
The White Sox were tied for first at
the All-Star break in 1984 before plummeting to fifth. La Russa was fired after
the team finished third in 1985 and
started the next season 26-38.
La Russa joined the A's on July 7,
1986, managing the team to a 45-34
record that season and 81-81 in 1987. He
makes S350,000 a year running through
1989.

eAppeal

(continued from page 1)

After Judge Roland A. Cole declared
the settlement agreement a public document, Cantrell said she was pleased with
the decision but was disappointed the
plaintiff's counsel was not able to view
the document.
A 10-day stay was put on the document pending the appeal. Cantrell wants
to see the document."As soon as we can
prepare the papers, we are going to file
a motion to release the document, if not
totally, than at least for us to prepare
for the appeal," Cantrell said.
Reben is confident the ducumcnt will
remain private until the appeal. "The
law in this case is that the document

should be sealed and I agree with that
judgment," Reben said.
Lick maintained his position that
some amount of privacy should be present between an employer and the
employees.
"It's a matter of principle that there
are certain documents that should not
be public," Lick said.
After being disappointed with Cole's
decision at the probable cause hearing
two weeks ago, Lick is taking an openminded attitude toward the appeal.
"What I've learned going into a court
of law is that it's not over until it's
over," Lick said. "I am hopeful the

decision will go in our favor."
Gannett filed suit against the university after being denied access to
documents concerning Gavett's sudden
resignation on June 25.
Gavett signed a new three-year contract in Januarv
U Maine released four of the specified
documents to Gannett. They were a
written letter of resignation from
Gavett, his payroll record, and two contract reappointments from Sept. 1, 1986
and Sept. I, 1988.
The remaining document is the settlement agreement that is under appeal.
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Ever wish you could
talk with a Russian?
Come to an
You can. and the Uotversity of Maine will help you!
is a twoThis
Program.
Pairing
Soviet.Untversity
the
of
U.Sorganizational n .etirig
week cultural exchange with the University of Kharkov. in the Ukraine. They come
after school
to the USA for two weeks In April. We visit them for two weeks in..Alay,
is,.nvrr_
You can serve the program as a:
Show a Soviet student American life! Go to class
or her out for pizza or to a party, maybe house the
him
take
together.
Soviet in your own dorm room or apartment. Hosts will work in
teams .of four. You fla_not n.c.sd to.spk Russian. 3§ hosts will be
chosen.

On-Campus Host:

Envoy to the USSR: Travel to the USSR. see Moscow. Leningrad
--

Meet Soviet students and citizens in their own
and Kharkov.
environment. Ask questions and have fun! Russian is helpful but not
The program is looking for majors from a variety of
required.
academic majors and classes Ten envoys will be chosen.
Open your home for a night or two to a Soviet
student or university official. We are looking for faculty. citizens in
Orono. Bangor, Old Town. etc. who would like to show Soviets the real
Maine. The only qualifications are an open attitude and a spare
bedroom. Families with children are particularly welcome. -If you
speak Russian. great. If not, don't worry. Most of our guests last
year could speak English.

Community host:

MEETING
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, OCT. 26
7:00 p.m.
120 Little Hall
See slides from last year's exchange. Talk to students who
participated. For applications, come to the meeting, or see Asst.
Prof. Virginia Whitaker, 106D Lord Hall. Telephone 581-1277.

APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED TO: NOV. 4th
...00C41.0004:11
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"It used to be convenient for students
to be taken to Cutler and have the
charge put on their bill," he said.
"Sone students don't has e insurance or
don't stfani their parents to find out,,
they've been drinking or whateser, so
they would .rather take the chance of
spending the night alone, rather than going to a hospital ••
A change in location
Cutler Health Center used to house
the base for UVAC. But since the health
center began closing at night, UVAC
headquarters moved to the York Hall
guest room.
This change has been really hard on
us," Sampson said. "Befiare, we
could restock many of our supplies at
Cutler between runs, but we can't do
that now.
Another problem with the move,
Sampson said, is That the door must be
locked at night because York Hall is a,
dormitory. Sometimes UVAC members
forget to bring security cards with them
when they get a call and have difficulty
getting back into the building, she said.
The inconseniences caused by the
move have had less impact on UVAC
than on the services provided to
students. Sampson said.
"It is sery frustrating for us because
we are students and the people we arc
picking up are''our friends and our
neighbors and the people'who sit next_
to us -in our
"Since Cutler Health Center Closc:d. we
hase been unable to guarantee them adc-

ft

.1111111111k.

quate care."
UVAC has been in service for about
15 years, said David Fielder, UVAC
adviser.
The 10 volunteers who make up
UV AC are all full-time students, Sampson said. They provide 24-hour
emergency medical care on the UMaine
campus, and they provide back-up service for rescue squads in Orono and Old
Town. Each crew runs with two statelicensed emergency medical technicians
and an attendant who is in training
A 'very scary' situation
Until this issue is resolved, Sampson
said, it will be the students at UMaine
who will suffet.
"The current situation at Cutlet
Health Center is very- scary," she
said. "It's not safe, and it's unfair to the
students on this campus. What scares
me is that I'm afraid that the system as
it is now • will stay unchanged until
something tragic happens."
"The health center administration it
appreciative of what we're doing, but I
don't think they can even begin to
understand what we do," she said. "I
don't expect !hem to fully understand,
but I wish they could. They're not there
at 4:30 in the morning when someone's
been hurt, but we arc."
Fielder and Sampson both said
something needs t0_1)e_ done about the
--situation st Cutler Health
(
*eft(et soon;
but they said hiring new nurses won't
solve the problem

George Russell
& the Living Time Orchestra
, 4
131G BAND JAIL!
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Friday, October 29 8:00 p.m.
You'll savor Wave after
wave of musical emotion as
George Russell brings his
14-piece jazz orchestra to
Maine's finest concert hall.
He's been a major force in
jazz for years, writing &
arranging for such
heavyweights as Miles
Davis,Di.zy Gillespie &
many more. Special brief
guest appearance by the UM
20th Century Music Ensemble
conducted by Don Stratton
hmdmil im pen by dor 41aq-weal Forwilanois 0o. der An* rid Man the Campos". hk- %nth
aiiihnosist support from the Meow An, commosion pad tiE Njahmee hulouvwmt k thr Arh

Tickets: Sliaskom

SIf Orritestni(Discounts jor Shofroth Ix Senior Citizessi

UM STUDENTS-FREE ADMISSION WITH ID!
(A forth t tof your Coarsitimatew Fees
go
,

For Tickets & Information 581-1755
ALL SEATS RESERVED. CHARGE RV PHONE &30-4.:30 weekdays. Box Office
window open 10-3 weekdays & 1 and V2 hours before curtain time.
Visa/MastercarcliChtcka/Cash.

R FOR THE ARs
C
MAINE
University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469
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GUEST LECTUQE cSEQIE6
A BOARD OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT

eni M Mr.i ARCM
MA!
s..'.FLsL 1 1 A IL.LA IL
A AL
Creator of the'Sex Pistols'

1

Oct. 26th, 1988
8:00 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium

TOPIC: POP CULTURE

f

FREE TO THE PUBLIC
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT WORK
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